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Play Unified: Learn Unified Global
Football Skills Virtual Competition

Official rules:

Create a Unified Pair (one
partner and one athlete
under the age of 25)
 Take a video as a Unified
Pair or upload two separate
videos competing in some or
all of the 3 skills and
additional opportunities
Submit your video(s) to the
link below by 16 November
2020

1.

2.

3.

SUBMIT ALL VIDEOS
HERE BY 16 NOVEMBER 

Videos to submit:

5

4 trick shots

athlete interview

Additional opportunities:

FOOTBALL SKILLS
EXAMPLE VIDEOS HERE

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/8d9c48d2eccb45c48bb0834e8b2c7d6d
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/8d9c48d2eccb45c48bb0834e8b2c7d6d
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ywr6zp5upqbkh3s/AABit_2T7tRFZI1awBlpZ1Aoa?dl=0


1 juggling

2  dribbling

3 passing

Football Skill
Instructions

Juggle as many times as possible without using hands.
The Unified Pair score is the combined score of how
many times the athlete and partner juggled.

Each partner will dribble a football between 3 markers or cones and
return to the starting line. The markers will be 2 meters apart. The
Unified Pair score is the combined time of how long the athlete and
partner take to dribble back and forth.

Stand 4 meters from partner and pass back and forth for 1 minute, or
stand 4 meters from a wall and pass against the wall for 30 seconds.
The Unified Pair score is how many passes the pair completes together
in 1 minute, or how many passes each partner completes against a wall
in 30 seconds combined.



5

4 trick shots

Additional
Opportunities

athlete interviews

Film and submit your best football trick shot, or
an outtake!

What is the impact Unified Sports has had on you?
What is your favorite part about Unified Sports?
How have you been keeping up with your football
skills during COVID-19?

Answer these questions on video:
1.
2.
3.

Consider submitting an additional
video of one or both of the following:



What is a Unified Pair?

Q&A
If your question is not

answered here, please email
Special Olympics Global Youth

Engagement at
clanigan@specialolympics.org

Are there other ways to submit than through the
submission form?4

What if I can't do a skill?

What if I can't meet up with my
Unified Partner?

A Unified Pair is two people: one athlete with ID, and one Unified
partner. Both partners must be under the age of 25.

That is no problem! Take separate videos doing the skills, and then
submit each partner's skill videos in the same submission. For the passing
skill, athletes can pass against a wall instead of with a partner.

If you are having trouble completing one skill, try another skill! Or try
practicing for a week and then try again.

Yes. If you would like to submit through Word Document, Email, or
WhatsApp, please email clanigan@specialolympics.org.
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Do I have to compete in all of the football skills?3
No, you can submit videos of 1, 2, or all 3 of the skills.  You can also
submit optional videos with football trick shots, or athlete interviews
about Unified Sports!

I submitted my video entry. Now what?

After submitting your skills videos, check back to the Competition Site to
see the Leaderboard! You can also join in the global conversation by
using the tag #PlayUnifiedLearnUnified on your social media posts.
Finally, look out for information about our Global Football Skills Virtual
Competition Celebration coming up on December 3rd!
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https://www.specialolympicsglobalyouth.org/unified-schools

